
CANVALOKTM KLIKstretchTM

CANVAS STRETCHING SYSTEM

INSTRUCTIONS

Required tools:
•KLIKstretch
•Measuring tape or ruler
•Pencil
•Stapler and staples
•Pliers and screwdriver
  (for removing staples)

Cut canvas to allow fabric
to extend 5 to 6 inches
(13-15cm) beyond all sides 
of the stretcher. 
Place stretcher face down
on the canvas and center
using the measuring tape
or ruler on all sides.

feed the end of the tension 
strap through slot in the 
barrel of the ratchet buckle.
 

Pull the tension strap
through the buckle.

Then feed the strap
back through the front
of the buckle.
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PREPARATION
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ScrewAdjust pliers jaw pressure to
provide a firm grip on the
fabric being stretched. Then
clamp pliers across the centerline
of the stretcher.

Operate the ratchet 
handle forward and 
back until the desired 
tension is achieved.
CAUTION: Take care 
not to exceed the 
strength of the
particular stretcher 
being used.

Staple the fabric in 
the 6 inch-wide area 
immediately in front 
of the jaws of each 
plier.

After stapling, loosen the
strap by rotating the ratchet
handle fully forward into
the unlocked position (see
above). While pulling
on the release mechanism,
apply an abrupt, upward 
motion to the buckle 
to disengage the tension. 
Press release levers to 
release each plier.
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On the alternate axis to the first stretch,
perform the second stretch and apply 
staples as before. 

With a pencil, mark fabric 6 1/2 inches
(17cm) inward from each corner (8
total marks). These will be used later in 
the process.

Long-Side PRE-STRETCH (for rectangular stretchers)
On each end of the long sides of 
rectangular stretchers, roll up 
fabric and, by hand, stretch away 
from center staples. Then apply a 
temporary staple about 6 inches
(16cm) from each end. This step 
helps to eliminate puckering of 
fabric along the long edges of 
rectangular canvases. Later when 
stretches approach within 2-3 
inches (7-8cm) of the staples, they are removed.
FOR PRE-PRIMED CANVAS: Due to the stretch-resistant nature of this material, use as much effort as 
possible in making the pre-stretch. Also see special bias-pull instructions regarding pre-primed canvas.

Continue to make stretches alternating
between the two axis in an order that
progresses from the center outward
(see below).
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   Example Stretching Pattern 
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Upon reaching the 6 1/2 inch pencil
marks, only staple as far as the marks.

Then move the pliers to the 
outtermost position, and staple 
the remaining  distance to the 
end.
Shown here is one of the non-folded 
sides of the canvas.

CORNER FOLDING

Corner folds are
made from an initial
45 degree angle
fold that is then
concealed by a
second, covering
fold. Work and re-
work the material
until you achieve the 
correct fold. Crease 
the fabric so that it
maintains its shape.
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FOLDED CORNER FINISHING
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Clamp pliers to
only the top
layer of the
folded fabric.

Stretch fabric and staple
corners including
the sides of the folds to 
keep them in place.

Finished canvas. ALWAYS REMEMBER:
•Take your time
•Every step can be undone
  and retried
•Practice makes perfect!



SPECIAL KLIKstretch “BIAS-PULL” STRETCHING 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRE-PRIMED AND OTHER 

DIFFICULT TO STRETCH FABRICS ON 
RECTANGULAR STRETCHERS

“Puckering” of material can appear along the edges when using pre-primed
 (especially heavier weight) canvas. This is because pre-primed canvas is much 
less elastic than raw canvas and is resistant to stretching. 

To avoid puckering with this material, the tensioning pulls need to be biased 
at an angle away from the centerline. This is done by pulling the tension strap
in a direction away from the center (see below). 

If necessary, back the ratchet off one click to have enough slack to make the angle. 

The angle only needs to be maintained only at the moment the staples are being 
driven into the material. 

The stretch is accomplished by pulling the strap to the side with one hand while
stapling with the other, or having a helper pull the strap. 

CANVALOK also offers for sale at CANVALOK.com a Bias Strap that adjusts to 
accomplish the same task.

 As one reaches the end of the stretcher, less bias is necessary.

Below is a sketch that illustrates the concept:
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